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Recently, based on the intuition that users’ social network 
information can be utilized to improve recommendation 
qualities, a new type of recommendation system has 
emerged – social recommendation applications. Unlike 
earlier recommendation systems, recommendations 
generated by social recommendation applications are not 
exclusively based on users’ own preferences and behaviors 
in computing recommendations. Rather, users’ social 
connections are drawn upon in constructing their latent 
social space, which provides a solid foundation in modeling 
collective opinions and tastes.  
Drawing on Communication Privacy Management (CPM) 
theory, we examine how extended information collection 
(such as the collection of network information) and peer 
exposure (such as the amount of friends using the 
application) can influence user evaluation, which in turn, 
influence their willingness to use social recommendation 
applications.  
A laboratory experiment with 2 (Information Acquisition: 
Local Scope vs. Global Scope) x 2 (Personal Network 
Exposure: Low vs. High) factorial design was conducted to 
test the proposed hypotheses. Among the 139 subjects 
participating in the study, 71 were females. The age of the 
subjects ranged from 18 to 24, with average Internet 
experience an average Facebook experience being 8.5 years 
and 3.4 years, respectively. The average Facebook 
application experience was 2.49 years. In average, a subject 
spent 25.67 minutes to complete the entire experiment. 
The results are in support of our hypotheses. We seek to 
provide a more holistic understanding of individuals’ usage 
of social recommendation applications by examining their 
privacy tradeoff associated with information acquisition and 
perceived network exposure. Whereas the cost in the 
tradeoff is subsumed in privacy risk, the benefit is 
embodied in personalization value. We establish that 
willingness to disclose profile information is negatively 
driven by privacy risk and positively motivated by 
personalization value. We also hope to achieve a more 
comprehensive understanding of privacy tradeoff in this 
context by examining two antecedents: information 
acquisition and personal network exposure, which are 
derived based on communication privacy management 
theory. Our findings show that the two antecedents 
powerfully predict both privacy risk and personalization 
value. 
We enrich information privacy research on several grounds. 
First, we contribute to the IS literature by identifying 
antecedents of privacy tradeoff in the context of social 
recommendation application usage. Drawing on CPM 
theory, we integrate the privacy literature and 
personalization research to offer two antecedents, namely 
information acquisition and personal network exposure.  
Second, in this study, we explicitly differentiated between 
privacy risk, which represents the cost component, and 
personalization value, which exemplifies the benefit 
component. By incorporating these two important 
components into our research model, our findings show that 
privacy risk is indeed distinct from personalization value. 
Lastly, we strengthen prior privacy-related studies by 
extending the understanding privacy-related behavior to the 
context of social recommendation application usage. Our 
study offers a concrete account of how privacy risk and 
personalization value shape willingness to disclose profile 
information.  
 
Privacy issues associated with social recommendation 
application usage are getting increasingly prevalent. This 
study is one of the first attempts to develop a holistic 
understanding on these privacy issues by extending 
communication privacy management theory and the 
personalization literature to the context of social 
recommendation application usage. Our results reveal that 
information acquisition and personal network exposure 
interact to affect perceived privacy risk and perceived 
personalization value, which in turn drive users’ willingness 
to expose profile information in using social 
recommendation applications. 
 
